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Abstract—The objective of this study is to cross-validate observa-
tions over precipitating systems by microwave radiometers on the
temporal experiment for storms and tropical systems demonstra-
tion (TEMPEST-D) CubeSat mission and the global precipitation
measurement microwave imager (GMI). The purpose of this article
is twofold: first, to show consistency between TEMPEST-D and
GMI observations, and second, to demonstrate the potential to
enhance temporal sampling when TEMPEST-D and GMI obser-
vations are merged. Two cross-validation methodologies were em-
ployed. The first cross-validation methodology is to quantitatively
compare TEMPEST-D and GMI brightness temperature (TB) ob-
servations over precipitation systems using a priori spatiotemporal
constraints. The comparative analysis showed that the two instru-
ments’ TB observations have similar probability distributions, with
a mean absolute difference of 2.9 K. The second cross-validation
methodology is to quantitatively compare TEMPEST-D and GMI
TB observations over tropical cyclone systems. Three storm cases
were analyzed in this comparative study. The analysis showed that
the structure and intensity of the storms are similar in TEMPEST-D
and GMI TB observations, and the overall average correlation co-
efficient (r) is 0.9. Combining TEMPEST-D and GMI TB observa-
tions over the hurricane systems increased the sampling frequency
by a factor of 2.5, compared to using the GMI data alone.

Index Terms—Brightness temperature (TB), CubeSat, global
microwave imager, global precipitation mission, hurricane,
microwave radiometer, temporal experiment for storms and
tropical systems demonstration (TEMPEST-D), tropical cyclone,
typhoon.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE knowledge of precipitation over land and the world’s
oceans is essential to understand the development and

evolution of oceanic storms, especially cyclonic storms that
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may make landfall and cause damage to life and property.
Weather satellites are a critical part of the infrastructure used
to monitor storms over the world’s oceans. Passive microwave
(PMW) sensors have a long heritage of performing observations
over convective storms. Even though PMW sensors have been
shown to be very useful, they are currently available only in
low Earth orbit (LEO) [1], [2], [3]. Therefore, they have limited
temporal resolution compared to visible and Infrared sensors
in geostationary orbit satellites as well as ground-based radar
observations. High temporal resolution observations on time
scales of tens of minutes are needed to monitor the evolution
of storms for various applications, including storm tracking and
prediction of intensity. Recent use of CubeSat and small satellite
technology has provided a viable and cost-effective approach
to observe storms and precipitation systems at a reasonable
temporal resolution using satellite constellations. Kulu et al. [4]
reported that as of August 1, 2022, more than 1897 CubeSats
had been successfully deployed in LEO. Goncharenko et al. [5]
analyzed CubeSat constellations and demonstrated their capa-
bility of reducing average revisit time at a reasonable cost.
Observations from new microwave radiometric sensors need to
be cross validated and calibrated before ingesting them into
operational weather models and combining them with other
satellite observations to generate global weather products. A
number of studies have been conducted for validation of CubeSat
brightness temperature (TB) observations and cross comparison
with other satellite observations. Schulte et al. [6] used the
Colorado State University one-dimensional variational retrieval
algorithm to retrieve total precipitable water, cloud liquid water
path, and cloud ice water path from the temporal experiment
for storms and tropical systems demonstration (TEMPEST-D)
and microwave humidity sounder (MHS) observations. The
retrievals showed that TEMPEST-D has similar performance
to the larger MHS on traditional MetOp satellites. Validation
of TEMPEST-D observations through cross calibration with
scientific and operational satellite sensors [7] showed that even
though TEMPEST-D is a 6U CubeSat (20 cm × 10 cm × 34 cm
dimensions), it has performed science-quality observations. The
TEMPEST-D radiometer has similar or better performance to
large satellites in terms of calibration accuracy, instrument noise,
and calibration stability or precision. Chandrasekar et al. [8]
and Radhakrishnan et al. [9] cross validated TEMPEST-D and
RainCube CubeSat observations. This study showed that even
though these two microwave instruments are heterogeneous, i.e.,
RainCube is an active radar and TEMPEST-D is a microwave
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radiometer (a passive instrument), their observations are
physically consistent. Radhakrishnan et al. [10] estimated
surface rainfall from TEMPEST-D TB observations using a
machine-learning approach based on an artificial neural net-
work. They reported that the resulting rainfall matches the
ground weather radar rainfall product in terms of location and
intensity.

These studies demonstrated that TEMPEST-D is a highly
successful mission. Nevertheless, TEMPEST-D observations
need to be compared with those from traditional satellites.
Berg et al. [7] validated TEMPEST-D observations through
comparison with operational satellites only for clear sky cases
and not for precipitating systems. The present study focuses on
validating TEMPEST-D observations in comparison to tradi-
tional satellites over precipitating systems, as well as evaluating
the impact of merging TEMPEST-D observations with those of
traditional satellites. With the goal of continuing validation and
use of TEMPEST-D data for atmospheric science, this study
compares TEMPEST-D observations with well-calibrated GMI
observations. GPM is a highly successful international satel-
lite mission conducted by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency.
GMI measures PMW radiances from the Earth’s surface and
atmosphere in 13 channels. The rest of this article is organized
as follows. Section II provides information on the TEMPEST-D
mission and observations over severe storms. Section III gives
the details of methodology followed in this study to cross
compare the TEMPEST-D and GMI observations. Section IV
discuss the results. Finally, Section V concludes this article.

II. TEMPEST-D CUBESAT MISSION

The TEMPEST-D CubeSat mission operated on orbit for
nearly three years and observed more than 400 storms, including
three consecutive hurricane seasons. TEMPEST is a 6U CubeSat
mission concept to observe the evolution of cloud convective
systems with high temporal resolution. The TEMPEST constel-
lation mission concept comprises 6–8 identical 6U CubeSats
deployed in the same orbital plane with approximately 5-minute
spacing [11]. The TEMPEST-D (“D for demonstration”) satellite
is a 6U CubeSat launched as part of a resupply mission to the
International Space Station (ISS) on May 21, 2018 and deployed
from the ISS into orbit on July 13, 2018. Fig. 1 shows the
TEMPEST-D CubeSat on orbit shortly after deployment. The
TEMPEST-D radiometers measure at five millimeter-wave fre-
quencies (87, 164, 174, 178, and 181 GHz) that provide detailed
information on convection as well as the surrounding water
vapor. Padmanabhan et al. [12] provided a detailed description
of the instrument and prelaunch calibration. The TEMPEST-D
mission performed continuous observations of the atmosphere
for nearly three years. The radiometric performance of the
TEMPEST-D instrument has been validated to be equivalent
to on-orbit operational sensors on current-generation satellites,
as shown by Berg et al. [7]. TEMPEST-D has demonstrated
the necessary technology for the success of the TEMPEST
constellation. TEMPEST-D TB imagery of tropical cyclones

Fig. 1. Image of TEMPEST-D CubeSat just after deployment from the inter-
national space station.

observed over the world’s oceans is shown in Figs. 2–5. The
black dashed lines indicate the center of the TEMPEST-D
swath. Specifically, Fig. 2 shows TEMPEST-D observations
of hurricanes over the Atlantic Ocean. Similarly, Fig. 3 shows
hurricanes observed by TEMPEST-D over the eastern Pacific
Ocean. In addition, Fig. 4 shows tropical cyclone observations
over the Indian Ocean, and Fig. 5 shows typhoons observed by
TEMPEST-D over the Western Pacific Ocean. In terms of the life
cycle of tropical cyclones, Fig. 2(a) shows Hurricane Florence
in an intense phase, and Fig. 3(b) shows Hurricane Douglas in a
low intensity phase over the open ocean. Fig. 4(c) shows Cyclone
Nisarga making landfall, and Fig. 5(b) shows Typhoon Lekima
near the coast of Taiwan. In summary, Figs. 2–5 provide evidence
of the high quality and availability of TEMPEST-D observations
to study various stages in the life cycle of tropical cyclones.

III. METHODOLOGY

This study uses the TEMPEST-D 164 GHz quasi-horizontal
(QH) as well as GMI 166 GHz horizontal and vertical chan-
nel observations for cross comparison. Two methodologies are
utilized for cross validation of TEMPEST-D and GMI TB ob-
servations. The first methodology is to quantitatively compare
TEMPEST-D and GMI observations over precipitation systems
over different parts of the Earth using a priori spatiotempo-
ral constraints. The second cross-validation methodology is to
quantitatively compare TEMPEST-D and GMI TB imagery over
tropical cyclones.

A. Methodology for Comparison Over Precipitating Systems

Like many other microwave atmospheric sounders,
TEMPEST-D is a cross-track scanning radiometer. On the
other hand, GMI is a conically-scanning radiometer. The
geometry of the different scan patterns of TEMPEST-D and
GMI is shown in Fig. 6. The GMI views the scene at a constant
Earth incidence angle (EIA) of 49.1°. The GMI pixel size
for the 166 GHz channel is 13 km, which is constant over
its scan. Since TEMPEST-D is cross-track scanning, the EIA
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Fig. 2. TEMPEST-D observations over Atlantic ocean hurricanes. (a) Hurricane Florence on September 11, 2018 between 11:48 and 11:53 UTC. (b) Hurricane
Isaac on September 11, 2018 between 10:18 and 10:23 UTC. (c) Hurricane Lorenzo on September 26, 2019 between 16:51 and 16:59 UTC.

Fig. 3. TEMPEST-D observations over hurricanes in the Eastern Pacific ocean. (a) Hurricane Juliette on September 5, 2019 between 06:59 and 70:02 UTC.
(b) Hurricane Douglas on July 23, 2020 between 09:03 and 09:06 UTC. (c) Hurricane Genevieve on August 18, 2020 between 10:27 and 10:33.

Fig. 4. TEMPEST-D observations over tropical cyclones in the Indian ocean. (a) Cyclone Kyarr on October 10, 2019 between 07:14 and 07:18 UTC. (b) Cyclone
Amphan on May 16, 2020 between 21:43 and 21:49 UTC. (c) Cyclone Nisarga on June 3, 2020 between 05:09 and 05:15 UTC.
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Fig. 5. TEMPEST-D Observations over typhoons in the Western Pacific ocean. (a) Typhoon Yutu on October 24, 2018 between 05:19 and 05:26 UTC.
(b) Typhoon Lekima on August 08, 2019 between 11:37 and 11:43 UTC. (c) Typhoon Hagibis on October 09, 2019 between 00:16 and 00:23 UTC.

Fig. 6. Conceptual diagram of cross validation of TEMPEST-D and GMI
observations.

changes during the scan, similar to the NOAA Advanced
Technology Microwave Sounder [13]. The TEMPEST-D
footprint size at nadir is 25 km for the 87 GHz channel and
12.5 km for the 164, 174, 178, and 181 GHz channels. The
TEMPEST-D observations used in this study are from the
164 GHz QH channel. In contrast, GMI provides horizontally
and vertically polarized observations at 166 GHz. Therefore,
the cross-comparison procedure needs to take into account
the scanning geometry, the spatiotemporal difference between
these two instruments, and the polarization rotation of GMI
measured TBs to QH polarization before applying the cross
validation. The QH polarized TBs are estimated from the GMI

measured TBs as [14]

TBGMI(QH) = TBGMI(H) cos
2 (θ) + TBGMI(v)sin2 (θ) (1)

where TBGMI(QH) is the estimated GMI 166 GHz TB at QH
polarization, TBGMI(H) is the GMI 166 GHz TB at horizontal
polarization, TBGMI(V) is the GMI 166 GHz TB at vertical
polarization, and θ is the TEMPEST-D EIA.

As an example, Fig. 7 shows a precipitation system that was
simultaneously observed by both TEMPEST-D and GMI over
the Great Australian Bight on November 18, 2018. The time
difference between two observations was less than 1.5 min.
The blue dashed lines in Fig. 7 indicate the portions of the
TEMPEST-D cross-track scan at ± 49˚ EIA, and the black
dashed lines indicate the nadir tracks of the respective satellite.
The quasi-horizontally polarized TBs from GMI are calculated
for the common observations between TEMPEST-D and GMI on
the blue dashed lines. Fig. 8 shows a flowchart of the process for
comparison of precipitation system observations using a priori
spatiotemporal constraints. The method has six steps as follows.

1) In the first step, nadir intersections of TEMPEST-D and
GMI observations were identified and filtered to keep only
intersections with a time difference of less than 30 min.

2) From the set of all common observations of TEMPEST-
D and GMI identified in Step 1, extract only those data
with precipitating systems, i.e., those including TB values
below 240 K.

3) Extract the TEMPEST-D observations with EIA values
between 48.5° and 49.5°.

4) Extract GMI observations near the TEMPEST-D observa-
tions extracted in Step 3).

5) Calculate the QH TBs from GMI 166 GHz horizontal and
vertical polarization channels by the polarization rotation
algorithm described in [14].

6) Finally, the TEMPEST-D and GMI polarization-corrected
observations are compared.
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Fig. 7. TEMPEST-D and GMI observations over the Great Australian Bight on November 18, 2018. (a) TEMPEST-D TB (K) at 164 GHz. (b) GMI TB (K) at
166 (V) GHz. (c) GMI TB (K) at 166 (V) GHz.

Fig. 8. Flowchart to select common observations for comparison.

B. Methodology for Comparison Over Tropical Cyclones

This method compares observations of TEMPEST-D and
GMI over tropical cyclone systems observed by the two sensors
within 1 h and 30 min. The objective of this comparison method
is to estimate the correlation between two satellite instruments
observing different portions of tropical cyclones. To do this,
three lines at different scan angles have been drawn on the
TEMPEST-D observed image of the tropical cyclone. Similarly,

three lines are drawn on the GMI observed image. The center line
is drawn through the eye of the tropical cyclone to analyze the
characteristics of the storm eye structure from the two sensors’
observations. The other two lines are offset from the center line
by ±0.5˚ in latitude and longitude to compare the two instru-
ments’ observations over the tropical cyclones’ rain bands. At
the lines on the images, TEMPEST-D and GMI data have 26-km
and 13-km footprint sizes, respectively. Then TB observations
on those three lines were extracted from both TEMPEST-D and
GMI hurricane observations. To match the footprint of GMI
observations to that of TEMPEST-D observations, a two-point
running average was performed on the GMI observations ex-
tracted from each line. To match the number of observations
in GMI and TEMPEST-D, every other observation from GMI
is chosen. The extracted datasets from TEMPEST-D and GMI
have the same number of observations. These two sets of TB
observations have a footprint size of 26 km and different times
of observations over the same tropical cyclone system. Finally,
the correlation coefficients (r) between TEMPEST-D and GMI
TBs are calculated for each line.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Comparison of Nearest Spatiotemporal Observations Over
Precipitation Systems

This comparison study utilized all available TEMPEST-D
observations between 2018 and 2021 and their corresponding
GMI observations from all parts of the globe. After applying
EIA range constraints of 48.5° to 49.5° to the TEMPEST-D
data, as well as a priori spatial and temporal simultaneity con-
straints within 5 km and 30 min, 95 716 observation points
were identified for use in the analysis. The QH polarization
is calculated from GMI horizontal and vertical polarization
channels for all 95 716 pixels and is compared with TEMPEST-D
observations. This comparison between TEMPEST-D and GMI
TB observations showed that the mean absolute difference be-
tween the two sets of TB observations is 2.9 K. The r value is
0.86 between TEMPEST-D and GMI. This analysis showed that
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Fig. 9. (a) Super cyclone storm Kyarr observations from TEMPEST-D on October 26, 2019 from 08:12 to 08:15 UTC. (b) GMI observations from 09:05 to 09:08
UTC. (c) Comparison of TEMPEST-D and GMI TB observations at Lines 1 shown in (a) and (b). (d) Comparison of TEMPEST-D and GMI TB observations at
Lines 2 shown in (a) and (b) over the eye of super cyclone storm Kyarr. (e) Comparison of TEMPEST-D and GMI TB observations at Lines 3 shown in (a) and (b).

TEMPEST-D performs similarly to GMI over precipitation sys-
tems. In contrast, Berg et al. [7] compared only clear-sky, oceanic
observations from TEMPEST-D with those from multiple well-
calibrated sensors observing at similar frequencies, including
GMI and MHS on both NOAA and MetOp satellites. This is
substantially different from the present study, which focuses on
observations from precipitation systems over both ocean and
land. In addition, Berg et al. [7] used the double-difference
procedure, which largely removes from the analysis the impact
of the instrument and viewing angle differences as well as errors
in geophysical parameter data and radiative transfer models.

B. Quantitative Brightness Temperature Comparisons Over
Tropical Cyclones

The first case for this comparison study is super cyclone storm
Kyarr in the North Indian Ocean. It formed as a low-pressure
system over the Arabian Sea near the Lakshadweep Islands
on October 17, 2019, and intensified as a TC on October 25.
TC Kyarr underwent rapid intensification and reached super
cyclonic storm status on October 27, moved westward, and
dissipated over the coast of Somalia on November 3, 2019. Kyarr

was also the second strongest TC in the Arabian Sea and one
of the most intense TCs in north Indian Ocean history. Fig. 9(a)
shows TEMPEST-D observations of TC Kyarr on October 26,
2019 from 08:12 to 08:15 UTC, and Fig. 9(b) shows GMI
observations on the same day from 09:05 to 09:08 UTC. The
approximate time difference between these two observations
was 52 min, and TEMPEST-D was leading GMI. The three lines
shown in each of Fig. 9(a) and (b) are drawn starting at the black
dots and extending to the northwest and the southeast. Fig. 9(c)
shows the TEMPEST-D and GMI TB observations along Lines
1 shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b). Line 2 starts at the center of the
eye of the storm as observed from TEMPEST-D and GMI, as
can be seen in Fig. 9(d), where the eye of the storm is evident
in the “W” shape signature. Fig. 9(e) shows the TEMPEST-D
and GMI TB observations along Lines 3 shown in Fig. 9(a) and
(b). Table I lists the values of r between TEMPEST-D and GMI
TB observations of TC Kyarr for Lines 1–3, i.e., 0.87, 0.89, and
0.96, respectively.

The second case for this comparison study is Hurricane Sally,
a very intense and slow-moving Atlantic hurricane, and the
first to make landfall in the U.S. state of Alabama since 2004.
Hurricane Sally developed from an area of disturbed weather
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Fig. 10. (a) Hurricane Sally observations from TEMPEST-D on September 16, 2020 from 06:48 to 06:51 UTC. (b) GMI observations from 06:24 to 06:26 UTC.
(c) Comparison of TEMPEST-D and GMI TB observations at Lines 1 shown in (a) and (b). (d) Comparison of TEMPEST-D and GMI TB observations at Lines 2
shown in (a) and (b) over the eye of the hurricane Sally. (e) Comparison of TEMPEST-D and GMI TB observations from Lines 3 shown in (a) and (b).

TABLE I
VALUES OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN TEMPEST-D AND GMI

OVER THE THREE LINES SHOWN IN FIGS. 9–11

near the Bahamas Islands on September 10, 2020. Sally became
a Category 2 hurricane and made landfall on September 16,
2020 at 09:45 UTC near Gulf Shores, Alabama, with maximum
sustained winds of 110 mi/h and a minimum central pressure of
965 hPa. Fig. 10(a) shows the TEMPEST-D observations over
Hurricane Sally on September 16, 2020, from 06:48 to 06:51
UTC. Fig. 10(b) shows the GMI observations over Hurricane
Sally, from 06:24 to 06:26 UTC. The average time difference
between these two observations was 24 minutes; in this case,
TEMPEST-D was lagging GMI. The hurricane’s intensity and
outer and inner core structure look similar in the two sets of
observations. The three lines shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b) is
drawn starting at the black dots and extending to the northwest
and the southeast. Line 2 starts in the center of the eye of the

hurricane in both images. Fig. 10(c) shows the TEMPEST-D and
GMI TB observations along Lines 1 shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b).
Similar to the previous case, the hurricane eye is evident in the
“W” shape in Fig. 10(d). Fig. 10(e) shows the TEMPEST-D and
GMI TB observations along Lines 3 shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b).
In this case, the values of r between TEMPEST-D and GMI TB
observations of Hurricane Sally are 0.93, 0.93, and 0.96 for Lines
1, 2 and 3, respectively, as listed in Table I. The TEMPEST-D
and GMI TB observations from Lines 2 in Fig. 10(d) show that
the TEMPEST-D and GMI-observed locations of the eye and
structure of the hurricane are very similar to each other.

The third and final case for this comparison study is Hurricane
Delta. Fig. 11(a) shows the Hurricane Delta observations from
TEMPEST-D on October 7, 2020 from 12:59 to 13:02 UTC.
Fig. 11(b) shows the GMI observations from 14:09 to 14:11
UTC. In this case, TEMPEST-D leads GMI by 1 h and 10
min. Features of Hurricane Delta look similar in the two sets of
observations. However, GMI observations show more intense
features than TEMPEST-D observations since the hurricane
intensified between the TEMPEST-D and GMI observations.
Fig. 11(a) and (b) shows the three lines starting at the black dots
and extending to the northeast and the southwest. Fig. 11(c) and
(e) shows the TEMPEST-D and GMI TB observations along
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Fig. 11. (a) Hurricane Delta observations from TEMPEST-D on October 7, 2020 from 12:59 to 13:02 UTC. (b) GMI observations from 14:09 to 14:11 UTC.
(c) Comparison of TEMPEST-D and GMI TB observations at Lines 1 shown in (a) and (b). (d) Comparison of TEMPEST-D and GMI TB observations at Lines 2
shown in (a) and (b) over the eye of the hurricane Delta. (e) Comparison of TEMPEST-D and GMI TB observations from Lines 3 shown in (a) and (b).

Lines 1 and 3, respectively. Similar to the previous two cases,
in this case, Line 2 passes through the hurricane eye location, as
can be seen in Fig. 11(d). The values of r between TEMPEST-D
and GMI observations are 0.94, 0.73, and 0.80, for Lines 1,
2, and 3, respectively, as given in Table I. The results show
that TEMPEST-D and GMI-observed locations of the eye of
the hurricane are very similar, and the hurricane’s structure also
agrees well between the two sets of observations.

C. Merged TEMPEST-D and GMI Storm Track

The cross validation of TEMPEST-D and GMI observations
over precipitating systems has demonstrated good agreement.
This provides increased confidence in the ability to merge the
two observations to improve tropical cyclones tracking. To test
this hypothesis, this study used three cylones, i.e., Hurricane
Dorian, Typhoon Hagibis, and Tropical Cyclone Kyarr. All
available overpasses from TEMPEST-D and GMI within the
period of storms were collected. This showed that due to their
differing LEO orbits, the two instruments observed the storms
at different times. The storm eye location was identified for
all overpasses from TEMPEST-D and GMI observations. A
storm track was drawn by combining the eye locations from the
two instruments. Then the TEMPEST-D and GMI composite

track was compared with the NOAA best track. In the first
case, Hurricane Dorian, Fig. 12 shows the NOAA best track,
GMI-only track, and TEMPEST-D-GMI combined track of Hur-
ricane Dorian between August 28 and September 6, 2019. In the
case of Hurricane Dorian, TEMPEST-D has nine observations,
and GMI has seven observations. Fig. 12 clearly shows that
the combined track is closer to the NOAA best track than the
GMI-only track is. In addition, when TEMPEST-D observations
are combined with those from GMI, the number of observations
within the hurricane period has more than doubled in comparison
to GMI-only observations. In this case, the combined track has
16 eye locations, whereas GMI has only 7 eye locations. In
the second case, Typhoon Hagibis, Fig. 13 shows the NOAA
best track, GMI alone, and TEMPEST-D and GMI combined
track for Typhoon Hagibis for October 6–12, 2019. In this
case, TEMPEST-D has eight observations, and GMI has four
observations of Typhoon Hagibis. Fig. 13 clearly shows that
TEMPEST-D provided additional observations between GMI
observations and improved the fit of the combined track with
the NOAA best track, compared with the GMI-only track. Con-
sidered together, TEMPEST-D and GMI have 12 observations
of Typhoon Hagibis, three times greater than the number of
GMI observations alone. In the third case, Tropical Cyclone
Kyarr, Fig. 14 shows the NOAA best track, GMI-only track,
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Fig. 12. Hurricane Dorian NOAA best track (red), GMI-only track (blue),
and TEMPEST-D and GMI combined track (black) between August 28 and
September 6, 2019.

Fig. 13. Typhoon Hagibis NOAA best track (red), GMI-only track (blue), and
TEMPEST-D and GMI combined track (black) for October 6–12, 2019.

and TEMPEST-D and GMI combined track of Tropical Cy-
clone Kyarr for October 25–30, 2019. TEMPEST-D and GMI
each provide five observations of Tropical Cyclone Kyarr. The
combined track is close to the best track, especially between
October 26 and 27, 2019, during which no GMI observations are
available, and TEMPEST-D observations provide the combined
track, which is similar to the NOAA best track. As in the previous
two cases, TEMPEST-D provided observations between the
GMI observations and increased the total number of observa-
tions of Tropical Cyclone Kyarr. The results of the analysis

Fig. 14. Tropical Cyclone Kyarr NOAA best track (red), GMI-only track
(blue), and TEMPEST-D and GMI combined track (black) for October 25–30,
2019.

of three tropical cyclones showed that TEMPEST-D provided
additional observations between GMI observations and more
than doubled the temporal frequency of TC observations. This
storm track comparison study used observations of long-lived
tropical cyclones over the ocean to demonstrate the impact of
combined TEMPEST-D and GMI observations. This technique
is also valid for storms over land, similar to over the ocean, since
TEMPEST-D provides observations between GMI observations.
This study demonstrated the impact of combined TEMPEST-D
and GMI observations on storm track. Combining observations
from these two satellite instruments will help to improve under-
standing of storm evolution, microphysics, and life cycles, as
compared with observations from GMI or TEMPEST-D alone.

V. CONCLUSION

This study used two methodologies to cross-validate
TEMPEST-D and GMI TB observations over precipitating sys-
tems. The first cross-validation methodology compared the ob-
servations over precipitating storms using a priori spatiotempo-
ral constraints. The second methodology compared TEMPEST-
D and GMI observations over tropical cyclone systems. For
the first methodology, 95 716 observation points were identified
after applying a priori spatiotemporal and EIA constraints. The
results show that the two instruments’ observations have similar
TB distributions, and the mean absolute difference between them
is 2.9 K, and the r value is 0.8. In the second cross-validation
methodology, TEMPEST-D and GMI TB observations were
compared over three tropical cyclones, Tropical Cyclone Kyarr,
Hurricane Sally, and Hurricane Delta. TEMPEST-D and GMI
observed these TCs at different times. The average r value
between TEMPEST-D and GMI TBs for these three tropical
cyclones was 0.9. The results of these two cross-validation anal-
yses showed that TEMPEST-D observations are of similar qual-
ity to GMI observations over precipitating systems. The high
correlation between the two instruments’ observations provided
increased confidence to merge the two sets of observations to im-
prove tropical cyclone tracking. To this end, this study combined
TEMPEST-D and GMI observations over three tropical cyclones
to determine if the addition of TEMPEST-D to GMI observations
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improves the sampling frequency and track observation of TCs.
For Hurricane Dorian, the addition of TEMPEST-D observations
more doubles the temporal sampling frequency in comparison
with GMI alone. For Typhoon Hagibis and Tropical Cyclone
Kyarr, adding TEMPEST-D observations triples and doubles,
respectively, the temporal sampling frequency from GMI alone.

This analysis of the three tropical cyclone storm cases shows
that TEMPEST-D increases the temporal sampling frequency
over TCs by approximately 2.5 times. The results of this study
demonstrate that TEMPEST-D observations are of similar qual-
ity to those of traditional weather satellites in LEO over precip-
itation systems. In addition, the results show that TEMPEST-D
observations can be merged with those of traditional satellites to
increase the temporal frequency of weather observations from
LEO on a global basis.
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